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0.1 Introduction

Much of this book describes the algorithms behind search engines and informa-
tion retrieval systems. By contrast, this chapter focuses on the human users
of search systems, and the window through which search systems are seen: the
search user interface. The role of the search user interface is to aid in the
searcher’s understanding and expression of their information needs, and to help
users formulate their queries, select among available information sources, under-
stand search results, and keep track of the progress of their search.

In the first edition of this book, very little was known about what makes
for an effective search interface. In the intervening years, much has become un-
derstood about which ideas work from a usability perspective, and which do not.
This chapter briefly summarizes the state of the art of search interface design,
both in terms of developments in academic research as well as in deployment in
commercial systems. The sections that follow discuss how people search, search
interfaces today, visualization in search interfaces, and the design and evaluation
of search user interfaces.

0.2 How People Search

Search tasks range from the relatively simple (e.g., looking up disputed facts
or finding weather information) to the rich and complex (e.g., job seeking and
planning vacations). Search interfaces should support a range of tasks, while
taking into account how people think about searching for information. This
section summarizes theoretical models about and empirical observations of the
process of online information seeking.

Information Lookup versus Exploratory Search

User interaction with search interfaces differs depending on the type of task, the
amount of time and effort available to invest in the process, and the domain
expertise of the information seeker. The simple interaction dialogue used in
Web search engines is most appropriate for finding answers to questions or to
finding Web sites or other resources that act as search starting points. But,
as Marchionini [89] notes, the “turn-taking” interface of Web search engines is
inherently limited and is many cases is being supplanted by speciality search
engines – such as for travel and health information – that offer richer interaction
models.

Marchionini [89] makes a distinction between information lookup and ex-
ploratory search. Lookup tasks are akin to fact retrieval or question answering,
and are satisfied by short, discrete pieces of information: numbers, dates, names,
or names of files or Web sites. Standard Web search interactions (as well as stan-
dard database management system queries) can work well for these.
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Marchionini divides the exploratory search class of information seeking
tasks into learning and investigating tasks. Learning searches require more than
single query-response pairs, and involve the searcher spending time scanning and
reading multiple information items, and synthesizing content to form new under-
standing. Investigating refers to a longer-term process that involves “multiple
iterations that take place over perhaps very long periods of time and may re-
turn results that are critically assessed before being integrated into personal and
professional knowledge bases.”[89] Investigative search may be done to support
planning, discover gaps in knowledge, and to monitor an on-going topic. Some
kinds of investigative search are concerned with finding all or a large proportion
of the relevant information available (high recall), such as for litigation research
or academic research.

Supporting this view, a study of in-depth and recurring complex informa-
tion needs (with a focus on business intelligence) by O’Day & Jeffries [97] found
that the information seeking process consisted of a series of interconnected but
diverse searches. They also found that search results for a goal tended to trigger
new goals, and hence search in new directions, but that the context of the prob-
lem and the previous searches was carried from one stage of search to the next.
They also found that the main value of the search resided in the accumulated
learning and acquisition of information that occurred during the search process,
rather than in the final results set.

More broadly, information seeking can be seen as being part of a larger pro-
cess, referred to in the literature as sensemaking [103, 115, 114]. Sensemaking
is an iterative process of formulating a conceptual representation from a large
collection of information. Russell et al. [115] observe that most of the effort
in sensemaking goes towards the synthesis of a good representation, or way of
thinking about, the problem at hand. They describe the process of formulating
and crystallizing the important concepts for a given task. Search plays only one
part in this process; some sensemaking activities interweave search throughout,
while others consist of doing a batch of search followed by a batch of analysis and
synthesis. Examples of deep analysis tasks that require sensemaking in addition
to search include the legal discovery process, epidemiology (disease tracking),
studying customer complaints to improve service, and obtaining business intel-
ligence.

The Classic versus the Dynamic Model of Information Seeking

Researchers have developed numerous theoretical models of how people go about
doing search tasks. The classic notion of the information seeking process model
as described by Sutcliffe & Ennis [124] is formulated as a cycle consisting of four
main activities:

• problem identification,

• articulation of information need(s),
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• query formulation, and

• results evaluation.

The standard model of the information seeking process contains an under-
lying assumption that the user’s information need is static and the information
seeking process is one of successively refining a query until all and only those
documents relevant to the original information need have been retrieved. More
recent models emphasize the dynamic nature of the search process, noting that
users learn as they search, and their information needs adjust as they see retrieval
results and other document surrogates. This dynamic process is sometimes re-
ferred to as the berry picking model of search [11].

The rapid response times of today’s Web search engines allow searchers to
adopt a strategy of issuing a somewhat general query to “test the waters,” looking
at the results that come back, and based on the words shown, reformulating their
query in some way, to try to get “closer” to the desired target [12, 56, 90]. For
example, rather than specifying a complex query such as connectors for a
1/2 inch gas grill hose to a 3/8 inch home outlet with flare, which
is likely to fail, a typical searcher will opt instead to query on a more general
term such as gas grill hose connectors or even gas hoses, see what the
search engine returns, and then either reformulate the query or visit appropriate
Web sites and browse to find the desired product.

This kind of behavior is a commonly-observed strategy within the berry-
picking approach, sometimes referred to as orienteering [97, 128]. The orienteer-
ing information seeker issues a quick, imprecise query in the hopes of getting into
approximately the right part of the information space, and then does a series
of local navigation operations to get closer to the information of interest [12,
90]. Usability studies and Web search logs suggest this approach is common.
Searchers are highly likely to reformulate their queries; one analysis of search
logs found the proportion of users who modified queries to be 52% [64].

Some information seeking models cast the process in terms of strategies
and how choices for next steps are made. In some cases, these models are meant
to reflect conscious planning behavior by expert searchers. In others, the models
are meant to capture the less planned, potentially more reactive behavior of
a typical information seeker. Bates [10] suggests that searcher’s behavior can
be characterized by search strategies which in turn are made up of sequences of
search tactics. Bates [10] also discusses the importance of monitoring the progress
of the current search and weighing the costs and benefits of continuing with the
current strategy or trying something else. Russell et al. [115] also cast the activity
of monitoring the progress of a search strategy relative to a goal or subgoal in
terms of a cost structure analysis, or an analysis of diminishing returns. This
cost structure analysis method was subsequently expanded by Pirolli & Card
into information foraging theory [102, 104], a theoretical framework that uses
an evolutionary biology stance to model and make predictions about peoples’
strategies for navigating within information structures.
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Navigation versus Search

Not all searches start with typing a keyword query in a search box. Many Web
sites and some search engines allow users to peruse an information structure
of some kind to select a starting point for search. The terms navigation and
browsing are used somewhat interchangeably to refer to a strategy in which
the searcher looks at an information structure, and moving among views of the
available information, in a sequence of scan and select operations. Searchers
often prefer browsing over keyword searching when the information structure
(such as hyperlinks on a Web site) are well-matched to their information needs,
A study by Hearst et al. [53] found that self-described searchers converted to
browsers after a few iterations of using a well-designed faceted category system.

Browsing is often preferred because it is mentally less taxing to recognize a
piece of information than it is to recall or remember it. But there are diminishing
returns to scanning links if it takes too long to find the label of interest, or if the
desired information is not visible. That is, browsing works well only so long as
appropriate links are available, and have meaningful cues (sometimes referred to
as information scent [104]) about the underlying information.

With an appropriate navigation structure, an interface that takes several
clicks to lead a searcher to their goal is not necessarily a bad thing. Spool [121]
claims that as a general rule, searchers do not so much object to following many
links as they object to having to follow links that do not appear to bring them
closer to their goal. So long as the searcher does not lose the “scent” on the
path towards finding the desired information object, the interface performs well.
Spool discusses an example of a user looking for a software driver for a particular
laser printer. Say the user first clicks on printers, then laser printers, then the
following sequence of links:

HP laser printers
HP laser printers model 9750
software for HP laser printers model 9750
software drivers for HP laser printers model 9750
software drivers for HP laser printers model 9750 for the Win98 op-
erating system

This kind of interaction is acceptable when each refinement makes sense for the
task at hand, and nowhere is it necessary to back up and try another choice:
the trail never gets “cold.” But if at some point midway through the clicks the
searcher does not see a link leading closer to the goal, then the experience is
frustrating and the interface fails from a usability perspective.

Observations of the Search Process

Numerous studies have been made of people engaged in the search process, and
the results can help guide the design of search interfaces. One common observa-
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tion, mentioned above, is that users often reformulate their queries with slight
modifications, since this can be easier than trying to specify the query precisely
in the first attempt. Another is that searchers often search for information that
they have previously accessed [68, 91], and that users’ search strategies differ
when searching over previously seen materials [9, 68]. Researchers have devel-
oped search interfaces specifically designed to take into account the likelihood of
re-accessing information [26, 32], supporting both query history and revisitation
of previously accessed information items.

Studies have shown that it is difficult for people to determine whether or
not a document is relevant to a topic [23, 116, 143], and the less someone knows
about a topic, the poorer judge they are about if a search result is relevant to
that topic [120, 133]. For Web search engines, searchers tend to look at only the
top-ranked retrieved results and are biased towards thinking the top one or two
results are better than those beneath it simply by virtue of their position in the
rank ordering [44, 66].

Studies also show that people are poor at estimating how much of the
relevant material in a collection they have found, and the less expert they are
about a topic, the more likely they are to feel confident that all of the relevant
information has been accessed [126]. Furthermore, searchers often terminate the
search after a few results are found even though there might be much better
information in the collection [124].

Some search usability studies have assessed the effects of knowledge of the
search process itself, contrasting expert and novice searchers, although there is
no consensus on the criteria for these classifications [8]. Studies have observed
that experts use different strategies than novices [61, 83, 143], but perhaps more
tellingly, other studies have found interaction effects between search knowledge
and domain expertise [61, 65]. In one study, the overall characteristic that
distinguished analysts who discovered high-value documents from those who did
not was the persistence of the analysts; those who read more documents and
spent more time on the task did better than those who did not [100]. In another
study, expert searchers were more patient than novices, and this along with a
positive attitude led to better search outcomes [126].

0.3 Search Interfaces Today

At the heart of the typical search session is a cycle of query specification, in-
spection of retrieval results, and query reformulation. As the process proceeds,
the searcher learns about their topic, as well as about the available information
sources.

This section describes several user interface components that have become
standard in search interfaces and which exhibit high usability. As these compo-
nents are described, the design characteristics that they support will be under-
scored. Ideally, these components are integrated together to support the different
parts of the process, but it is useful to discuss each separately.
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Getting Started

How does an information seeking session begin? For many today, the Web has
largely supplanted traditional physical information sources such as printed tele-
phone books and encyclopedias. For a user of online information systems, the
most common way to start a search session is to access a Web browser and use
a Web search engine.

Another method for getting started, which used to be heavily used but has
become less popular as search engines became faster and more accurate, is to se-
lect a Web site from a personal collection of already-visited sites, typically stored
in a browser’s bookmark saving facility [128]. Alternative bookmark systems, in
which links to a user’s preferred sites are stored on a Web site (and so accessible
from any connected computer) and in which it is possible to see which Web sites
other people have chosen to save, have become popular among a smaller segment
of users. These sites (delicious.com and furl.com are examples) allow users to
assign labels, or tags to the content, allowing for searching or browsing by topic
as well as text search over the titles of the Web sites.

Web directories also used to be a common starting point. Yahoo.com’s
directory was the most popular starting point for navigating the Web in its early
days, but directories have been largely replaced by search engines, both because
the Web became too large to catalog manually, and because of the increased
accuracy of Web search [101]. Still, some academics worry that users of search
should be more cognizant of the sources that their information comes from, and
feel that this information should be more prominently indicated in search results
listings [111].

Query Specification

Once a search starting point has been selected, the primary methods for a
searcher to express their information need are either entering words into a search
entry form or selecting links from a directory or other information organization
display. For Web search engines, the query is specified in textual form. Today
this is usually done by typing text on a keyboard, but in future, query specifica-
tion via spoken commands will most likely become increasingly common, using
mobile devices as the input medium.

Typically in Web queries today, the text is very short, consisting of one
to three words [64, 63]. Multiword queries are often meant to be construed
as a phrase, but can also consist of multiple topics. Short queries reflect the
standard usage scenario in which the user “tests the waters” to see what the
search engine returns in response to their short query. If the results do not look
relevant, then the user reformulates their query. If the results are promising,
then the user navigates to the most relevant-looking Web site and pursues more
fine-tuned queries on that site [12, 37, 56, 90]. This search behavior in which a
general query is used to find a promising part of the information space, and then
follow hyperlinks within relevant Web sites, is a demonstration of the orienteering
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strategy of Web search [97, 128]. There is evidence that in many cases searchers
would prefer to state their information need in more detail, but past experience
with search engines taught them that this method does not work well, and that
keyword querying combined with orienteering works better [16, 106].

Commercial text search systems before the Web regularly supported Boolean
operators and command-based syntax, and in fact did not generally support key-
word queries well. However, Boolean operators and command-line syntax have
been shown time and again to be difficult for most users to understand, and
those who try to use them often do so incorrectly [30, 45, 47, 56, 58].

Although most Web search engines support some form of Boolean syntax,
a recent Web query log study, conducted over 1.5M queries, found that 2.1%
contained Boolean operators and 7.6% contained other query syntax, primarily
double-quotation marks for phrases [63]. Another study examined interaction
logs of nearly 600,000 users issuing millions of queries over a period of 13 weeks
in 2006. They found that 1.1% of the queries contained at least one of the four
main Web operators (double quotes, +, -, and site:) and only 8.7% of the users
used an operator at any time [142].

Web ranking has gone through three major phrases. In the first phase, from
approximately 1994–2000, statistical ranking was used by most search engines,
but information about query term proximity within the page was not, nor was
information about relative importance of Web pages. The Web was much smaller
then, and so complex queries were less likely to have relevant information sources
available to answer them. Pages would be retrieved that omitted a key word from
the query, and many users found this behavior baffling. (AltaVista introduced
the mandatory operator, indicated with a plus sign, that allowed users to indicate
that a word following the plus was required in the query, but only the most
sophisticated users make use of query operators.)

Around 1997, Google moved to conjunctive queries only, meaning that all
terms in the query had to be found in a Web page in order for it to be retrieved.
They also added term proximity information and page importance scoring (see
PageRank in Chapter ??), and this greatly improved the relevance for many
queries, especially navigational queries; a query on “Toyota” retrieved the home
page for the Toyota corporation as opposed to whichever page used the word
“toyota” most often. The other Web search engines followed, and conjunctive
ranking became the norm.

As the amount of information available on the Web increased, sophisticated
searchers found that longer queries posed as phrases often produced highly rel-
evant results. In the past, if a searcher had a complex information need and
attempted to express it fully to a Web search engine, the attempt would fail.
For instance, if a searcher wanted to known “where can I find good replacement
hubcaps for my 1985 corolla?”, a query written in this form would return empty
results due to the conjunctive constraint. Today, Web search engines have be-
come more sophisticated about dropping terms that would result in empty hits,
while matching the important terms, ranking the hits higher that have these
terms in close proximity to one another, and using the other aspects of ranking
that have been found to work well for Web search.
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Figure 0.1 Query form, from yelp.com, illustrating support to facilitate structured
queries, and stored information about past queries.

Query Specification Interfaces

The standard interface for a textual query is a search box entry form, in which
the user types a query, activated by hitting the return key on the keyboard
or selecting a button associated with the form. Studies suggest a relationship
between query length and the width of the entry form; results find that either
small forms discourage long queries or wide forms encourage longer queries [15,
41].

Some entry forms are divided into multiple components, allowing for a more
general free text query followed by a form that filters the query in some way. For
instance, at yelp.com, the user enters a general query into the first entry form
and refines the search by location in the second form (see Figure 0.1). Forms
allow for selecting information that has been used in the past; sometimes this
information is structured and allows for setting parameters to be used in future.
For instance, the yelp.com form shows the user’s home location (if it has been
indicated in the past) along with recently specified locations and the option to
add additional locations.

An increasingly common strategy within the search form is to show hints
about what kind of information should be entered into each form via greyed-out
text. For instance, in zvents.com search (see Figure 0.2), the first box is labeled
“what are you looking for?” while the second box is labeled “when (tonight, this
weekend, ...)”. When the user places the cursor into the entry form, the grey
text disappears, and the user can type in their query terms.

This example also illustrates specialized input types that some search en-
gines are supporting today. For instance, the zvents.com site recognizes that
words like “tomorrow” are time-sensitive, and interprets them in the expected
manner. It also allows flexibility in the syntax of more formal specification of
dates. So searching for “comedy” on “wed” automatically computes the date for
the nearest future Wednesday. This is an example of designing the interface to
reflect how people think, rather than making how the user thinks conform to the
brittle, literal expectations of typical programs. (This approach to “loose” query
specification works better for “casual” interfaces in which getting the date right
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Figure 0.2 Query form, from zvents.com, illustrating greyed-out text that provides
hints about what kind of information to type, directly in the form.

Figure 0.3 Dynamic query suggestions, from Netflix.com.

is not critical to the use of the system; casual date specification when filling out
a tax form is not acceptable, as the cost of error is too high.)

An innovation that has greatly improved query specification is the inclusion
of a dynamically generated list of query suggestions, shown in real time as the
user types the query [141]. This is referred to variously as auto-complete, auto-
suggest, and dynamic query suggestions. A large log study found that users
clicked on dynamic suggestions in the Yahoo Search Assist tool about one third
of the time they were presented [6].

Often the suggestions shown are those whose prefix matches the characters
typed so far, but in some cases, suggestions are shown that only have interior
letters matching. If the user types a multiple word query, suggestions may be
shown that are synonyms of what has been typed so far, but which do not
contain lexical matches. Netflix.com both describes what is wanted in grey and
then shows hits via a dropdown (see Figure 0.3).
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Figure 0.4 Dynamic query suggestions, grouped by type, from NextBio.com.

In dynamic query suggestion interfaces, the display of the matches varies.
Some interfaces color the suggestions according to category information. In most
cases the user must move the mouse down to the desired suggestion in order to
select it, at which point the suggestion is used to fill the query box. In some
cases the query is then run immediately; in others, the user must hit the Return
key or click the Search button.

The suggestions can be derived from several sources. In some cases the list
is taken from the user’s own query history, in other cases, it is based on popular
queries issued by other users. The list can be derived from a set of metadata
that a Web site’s designer considers important, such as a list of known diseases
or gene names for a search over pharmacological literature (see Figure 0.4), a list
of product names when searching within an e-commerce site, or a list of known
film names when searching a movie site. The suggestions can also be derived
from all of the text contained within a Web site.

Another form of query specification consists of choosing from a display of
information, typically in the form of hyperlinks or saved bookmarks. In some
cases, the action of selecting a link produces more links for further navigation, in
addition to results listings. This kind of query specification is discussed in more
detail in the section on organizing search results below.

Retrieval Results Display

When displaying search results, either the documents must be shown in full
or else the searcher must be presented with some kind of representation of the
content of those documents. The document surrogate refers to the information
that summarizes the document, and is a key part of the success of the search
interface. The design of document surrogates and retrieval results displays is an
active area of research and experimentation.

The quality of the surrogate can greatly effect the perceived relevance of the
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Figure 0.5 Yahoo search results page for a query on “rainbow.” The results display
includes, from top to bottom, query refinement suggestions, links to images of rainbows,
a link to an encyclopedia article on rainbows, with an illustrating image, and another
encyclopedia article on a rock band called Rainbow.

search results listing. In Web search, the page title is usually shown prominently,
along with the URL and sometimes other metadata. In search over information
collections, metadata such as date published and document author are often
displayed (but this kind of metadata is less applicable to Web pages). The text
summary (also called the abstract, extract, excerpt, and snippet) containing text
extracted from the document is also critical for assessment of retrieval results.

One study evaluated which attributes of a search result display led to more
clicks, finding significant positive efforts for – among other things – longer versus
shorter text summaries, titles containing the query words, combinations of title,
summary and URL together containing the query as a phrase match, shorter
URLs, and URLs that contain query terms in the domain name [21].

Currently the standard results display is a vertical list of textual summaries,
and is sometimes referred to as the SERP (Search Engine Results Page). In some
cases the summaries are excerpts drawn from the full text that contain the query
terms. In other cases, specialized kinds of metadata are shown in additional to
standard textual results, using a technique known as blended results (also called
universal search). For example, a query on a term like “rainbow” may return
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Figure 0.6 Google search results page for a query on “rockets.” Several different
kinds of information are shown for different senses of the word. The first hit is a link to
the home page of a basketball team, along with “deep links” to popular pages within
the site. This is followed by another link pertaining to the sports team, a link to an
encyclopedia page about the projectile sense of the word, and links to videos of the
sports team and a rocket how-to video.

sample images as one line in the results listing (see Figure 0.5), or a query on the
name of a sports team might retrieve the latest game scores and a link to buy
tickets or see the broadcast time of upcoming games (see Figure 0.6). Nielsen
[95] notes that in some cases the information need is satisfied directly in the
search results listing, thus making the search engine into an “answer engine.”

Studies of ranking find that proximity information can be quite effective
at improving precision of searches [22, 50, 127]. Usability studies suggest that
showing the query terms in the context in which they appear in the document
improves the user’s ability to gauge the relevance of the results [130, 139]. This is
sometimes referred to as KWIC (keywords in context), query-biased summaries,
query-oriented summaries, or user-directed summaries.

The visual effect of query term highlighting has been known for decades to
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improve usability of search results listings [82, 84, 88, 90]. Highlighting refers
to visually contrasting one part of the text with the rest, and can be achieved
with boldfacing, changing the color of the text or its background, changing the
size of the text, among other methods. Highlighting can usefully be shown both
in document surrogates in the retrieval results and in the retrieved documents
themselves. Some interfaces use visualizations to give an overview of the high-
lighted portions within a document [13, 19, 42, 59].

Determining which text to place in the summary, and how much text to
show, is a challenging problem. Often the most relevant articles are those that
contain all the query terms in close proximity to one another, but for less con-
forming results there is a tradeoff between showing contiguous sentences, to aid
in coherence in the result, and showing sentences that contain the query terms.
Some results suggest that it is better to show full sentences rather than cut
them off [7, 113, 140], but on the other hand, very long sentences are usually not
desirable in the results listing.

There is also evidence that the kind of information to display in search
results summaries should vary according to the intent of the query and the goals
of the search session. Several studies have shown that longer results are deemed
better than shorter ones for certain types of information need [71, 87, 99]. When
the searcher has decided to go directly to the home page of a known Web site,
then an abbreviated listing is preferable to long, detailed information. In general,
users engaged in known-item searching tend to prefer short surrogates that clearly
indicate the desired information. Home page search is essentially address search;
the user knows the name and wants to find the Web address (URL). Similarly,
requests for factual information that can be stated briefly can be satisfied with a
concise results display. By contrast, if the user has a complex information need,
more in-depth document summaries can result in a better search experience.
This is true for rich tasks such as advice seeking or for getting familiar with a
subject.

Other kinds of document information can be usefully shown in the search
results page. Figures 0.6 and 0.8 show the use of what are known as sitelinks or
deep links, in which popular pages within a Web site are shown beneath that site’s
home page. As another example, a study of bioscience literature search found
that most participants strongly favored showing figures extracted from journal
articles alongside the search results [52]. In Figure 0.7, a screenshot from the
BioText system shows this idea and also illustrates the use of highlighted and
boldfaced query terms and a mechanism for the user to see more or less context
around the query term hits.

Query Reformulation

After a query is specified and results have been produced, a number of tools exist
to help the user reformulate their query, or take their information seeking process
in a new direction. Analysis of search engine logs shows that reformulation is a
common activity; one study found that more than 50% of searchers modified at
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Figure 0.7 Search results from the BioText system, in which rich document sur-
rogate information is shown, including figures extracted from the articles, query term
highlighting and boldfacing, and an option to expand or shorten extracted document
summaries. From http://biosearch.berkeley.edu.

least one query during a session, with nearly a third of these involving 3 or more
queries [64].

One of the most important query reformulation techniques consists of show-
ing terms related to the query or to the documents retrieved in response to the
query. A special case of this is spelling corrections or suggestions; by one esti-
mate, typographical errors occur in about 10-15% of queries [25]. In pre-Web
search, spelling suggestions were primarily dictionary based [79]. In Web search,
query logs have been used to develop highly accurate algorithms for detecting
and correcting spelling and typographical errors [25, 85]. In the search interface,
usually only one suggested alternative is shown; clicking on that alternative
re-executes the query. In years back, the search results were shown using the
purportedly incorrect spelling; today some search engines take the liberty of
interweaving hits with the proposed correction among the hits with the origi-
nal spelling, or showing hits with the correction separated from those with the
original spelling.
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Figure 0.8 Microsoft Live’s search results page on the query “IMF,” including re-
lated terms suggestions (on the righthand side), links to alternative search “verticals”
(images, videos, news, etc.), sitelinks under the first hit, financial statistics, and an
encyclopedia article.

In addition to spelling suggestions, search interfaces are increasingly em-
ploying related term suggestions, a technique often referred to as term expansion.
Log studies suggest that term suggestions, if presented well, are a somewhat
heavily-used feature in Web search. One log study found that about 8% of
queries were generated from term suggestions [63] (but it was not shown what
percent of queries were shown such suggestions), while another found about 6%
of users who were exposed to term suggestions chose to click on them [6].

Earlier attempts to use term expansions or suggestions in search interfaces
showed more than a dozen thesaurus terms, and often forced the user to select
among these before showing any search results [17, 29]. More recent studies
suggest that a smaller number of suggestions, requiring only one click, to select
or else grouping related terms together for selection with one click, is a preferable
approach [4, 31, 138]. Figures 0.5 and 0.8 show examples of one-click term
expansion suggestions.

Some query term suggestions are based on the entire search session of the
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particular user, while others are based on behavior of other users who have issued
the same or similar queries in the past. One strategy is to show similar queries by
other users; another is to extract terms from documents that have been clicked
on in the past by searchers who issued the same query. In some cases, the same
algorithms are used as for in the real-time query auto-suggest described above.

Relevance feedback is another method whose goal is to aid in query refor-
mulation, as discussed in detail in Chapter ??. The main idea is to have the user
indicate which documents are relevant (and optionally, non-relevant) to their
query. In some variations, users also indicate which terms extracted from those
documents are relevant [76]. The system then computes a new query from this
information, using any of a variety of algorithms, and shows a new retrieval set
[116].

Relevance feedback has been shown in non-interactive or artificial settings
to be able to greatly improve rank ordering [1, 74]. Nonetheless, this method
has not been found to be successful from a usability perspective and does not
appear in standard interfaces today [23, 116]. This stems from several factors:
people are not particularly good at judging document relevance, especially for
topics with which they are unfamiliar [133, 143], and the beneficial behavior of
relevance feedback is inconsistent [24, 92], which is problematic from a usability
perspective. Additionally, much of relevance feedback’s benefits come from tasks
in which a large number of relevant documents are desired, and this is less
often the case in Web search; in fact there is some evidence that the benefits of
relevance feedback disappear when compared to searching over the entire Web
[129] (most benefits of relevance feedback have been seen when applied to smaller
collections).

A variation on relevance feedback which has been shown to have positive
responses in certain circumstances is an automatically computed “related docu-
ments” feature. In the biomedical literature search system PubMed, a handful
of related articles are shown alongside a given journal article, and this features
is well-received among bioscientists. One study showed that of the sessions in
which related articles where shown, 18.5% included a click on a suggested article
[86].

Organizing Search Results

Searchers often express a desire for a user interface that organizes search results
into meaningful groups to help understand the results and decide what to do
next. A longitudinal study in which users were provided with the ability to group
search results found that users changed their search habits in response to having
the grouping mechanism available [72]. Currently two methods for grouping
search results are popular: category systems, especially faceted categories, and
clustering. Both are described in more detail in this section, and their usability
is compared.

A category system is a set of meaningful labels organized in such a way as
to reflect the concepts relevant to a domain. They are usually created manually,
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although assignment of documents to categories can be automated to a certain
degree of accuracy [117] (see Chapter ??). Good category systems have the
characteristics of being coherent and (relatively) complete, and their structure
is predictable and consistent across search results for an information collection.

The most commonly used category structures, both for organizing search
results, and for presenting information collection structure generally, are flat,
hierarchical, and faceted categories. Flat categories are simply lists of topics or
subjects. They can be used for grouping, filtering (narrowing), and sorting sets
of documents in seach interfaces. Most Web sites organize their information into
general categories, where selecting that category narrows the set of information
shown accordingly. Some experimental Web search engines automatically orga-
nize results into flat categories; studies using this kind of design have received
positive user responses [33, 80]. It can difficult to find the right subset of cate-
gories to use for the vast content of the Web; rather, category systems seem to
work better for more focused information collections.

Hierarchical organization online is most familiarly seen in desktop file sys-
tem browsers. In the early days of the Web, hierarchical directory systems such
as Yahoo’s were used to organize popular sites into a browsable structure. It is,
however, difficult to maintain a strict hierarchy when the information collection
is large, and cross-links were eventually allowed in these structures. Furthermore,
the size of the Web overtook what was manageably browsed in such a system,
and search engine use has largely replaced browsing of directory structures.

One context in which hierarchy can be effective is in a table-of-contents
style presentation of results over a book or other small collection. The Superbook
system [35, 36, 82] was an early search interface, which made use of the structure
of a large document to display query term hits in context. After the user specified
a query on the book, the search results were shown in the context of the table-
of-contents hierarchy (see Figure 0.9). When the user selected a page from the
table-of-contents view, the page itself was displayed in the righthand side and the
query terms within the page were highlighted in reverse video. More recently,
some research projects have applied this idea to organizing Web intranets [20,
94, 146].

There is increasing recognition that strictly hierarchical organization of
categories is not ideal for navigating information structures. Hierarchy forces
the user to begin with a particular category even though most information items
can be classified by a multitude of attributes. Hierarchy also usually assumes an
information item is located in one place in the category system, while computer
interfaces can be more flexible than library bookshelves.

An alternative representation, known as faceted metadata, has become the
primary way to organize Web site content and search results. Faceted metadata
is intermediate in complexity between flat categories and full knowledge repre-
sentation, and has been shown, when properly designed, to be understood by
users and preferred over other organizations. Rather than creating one large
category hierarchy, faceted metadata consists of a set of categories (flat or hi-
erarchical), each of which corresponds to a different facet (dimension or feature
type) relevant to the collection to be navigated. After the facets are designed,
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Figure 0.9 The SuperBook interface for showing retrieval results in context, using
the table of contents from a large manual, from [82].

each item in the collection is assigned any number of labels from the facets.
An interface using hierarchical faceted navigation simultaneously shows

previews of where to go next and how to return to previous states in the explo-
ration, while seamlessly integrating free text search within the category structure.
Thus mental work is reduced by promoting recognition over recall and suggest-
ing logical but perhaps unexpected alternatives at every turn, while at the same
time avoiding empty results sets. This approach provides organizing context for
results and for subsequent queries, which can act as important scaffolding for
exploration and discovery.

Figure 0.10(a) and (b) show the search results for a typical image search
interface in a hypothetical search session. The user entered the keyword “castle”
on an advanced search form, and tried selecting “10th Century” as well, but
received an error message indicating no records found. After trial and error, the
user did find hits for “17th Century,” and the results are shown in a fixed order
that does not allow for organization and exploration.

Figure 0.11 shows the same kind of information made more accessible via
faceted navigation using the Flamenco system [53, 148]. The user initially en-
tered a keyword query of “castle,” and then was shown 229 image search results,
along with the structure on the lefthand side which allows the user to organize
the results by Media type, Location, Objects (visible within the image), Build-
ing types (of which “castle” is one), Author, and so on. Empty results listings
aren’t a problem as long as the user selects hyperlinks, and query previews [105]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 0.10 Typical image search interface, on a collection of images from the Fine
Arts Museum of San Francisco. (a) Error message after the user tries a query on two
fields in a typical “advanced search” form. A common problem with such forms is the
production of empty results sets. (b) Standard search results listings after using an
advanced search form to select keyword “castle” and time period “17th Century.”
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Figure 0.11 Faceted navigation in the Flamenco interface, applied to a subset of
the San Francisco Fine Arts Museum collection.

show how many hits to expect to see after a link is clicked on. In this case the
user first selected Media > Prints, then organized by Location > Europe, and
then chose to re-organize by the subhierarchy beneath Print. The hierarchical
faceted metadata at the left shows which European countries are represented,
and how many times, by the remaining 197 images. Selecting an image shows
the metadata associated with it, along with links to related concepts, such as
“ruins” and “hill.” Figure 0.12 shows a similar idea applied to a a digital library
catalog, and Figure 0.13 shows it applied to a yellow pages and reviewing Web
site.

Usability studies find that users like and are successful using faceted nav-
igation, if the interface is designed properly, and that faceted interfaces are
overwhelmingly preferred for collection search and browsing as an alternative to
the standard keyword-and-results listing interface [53, 148].

Clustering refers to the grouping of items according to some measure of
similarity (see Chapter ??). In document clustering, similarity is typically com-
puted using associations and commonalities among features, where features are
typically words and phrases [27]. The greatest advantage of clustering is that it
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Figure 0.12 University of Chicago digital library faceted navigation, by
AquaBrowser.

is fully automatable and can be easily applied to any text collection. Clustering
can also reveal interesting and potentially unexpected or new trends in a group
of documents, and groups together documents that are similar to one another
but different from the rest of the collection, such as all the document written in
Japanese that appear in a collection of primarily English articles.

The disadvantages of clustering include an unpredictability in the form
and quality of results the difficulty of labeling the groups, and the counter-
intuitiveness of cluster subhierarchies. Some algorithms [72, 150] build clusters
around dominant phrases, which makes for understandable labels (see Figure
0.14), but the contents of the clusters are not necessarily coherent between and
among the groups.

Figure 0.15 shows the output of clustering on Web search results, using
the Clusty system by Vivisimo on the query “senate.” Two of the clusters are
shown expanded to reveal their subhierarchies. The topmost cluster is labeled
Biography, Constituent Services, with subclusters labeled Photos, Issues/news,
Visiting Washington, Voting record, Virginia, Maine, among others. It is un-
clear exactly what this cluster is representing; if it is the U.S. Senate, there are
also pages about the U.S. Senate in other clusters, and in any case, the top-
most label is not particularly informative. The next top-level cluster, labeled
Senate Committee, is selected in order to show its constituent documents (on
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Figure 0.13 Faceted navigation at yelp.com.

the right side of the Figure), which range from the main U.S. Senate Web page
(whose focus is not the various committees) to Web pages of some U.S. Sen-
ate committees, to pages from Kansas and Cambodia. The third main cluster,
whose label is Votes, is also expanded, showing subclusters labeled Constituent
Services, Obama Budget, Expand, and Senate Calendar.

This mixed bag of topics, including overlap among the groups, is typical
for document clustering. Usability results show that users do not like disorderly
groupings that are often produced by clustering, preferring understandable hi-
erarchies in which categories are presented at uniform levels of granularity [107,
112].

One drawback of faceted interfaces versus clusters are that the categories
of interest must be known in advance, and so important trends in the data may
not be noticed. But by far the largest drawback is the fact that in most cases the
category hierarchies are built by hand and automated assignment of categories
to items is only partly successful, although attempts to build facet hierarchies
are making progress [123].
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Figure 0.14 Output produced using Findex clustering [72].

Figure 0.15 Cluster output on the query “senate”, from Clusty.com.
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0.4 Visualization in Search Interfaces

This book is primarily about search of textual information. Text as a repre-
sentation is highly effective for conveying abstract information, but reading and
even scanning text is a cognitively taxing activity, and must be done in a linear
fashion.

By contrast, images can be scanned quickly and the visual system perceives
information in parallel. People are highly attuned to images and visual infor-
mation, and pictures and graphics can be captivating and appealing. A visual
representation can communicate some kinds of information much more rapidly
and effectively than any other method. Consider the difference between a written
description of a person’s face and a photograph of it, or the difference between
a table of numbers containing a correlation and a scatter plot showing the same
information.

Over the last few years, information visualization has become a common
presence in news reporting and financial analysis, and creative, innovative ideas
about how to visualization information have blossomed and spread throughout
the Web. Social visualization sites such as ManyEyes [135] allow people to
upload their data and explore the contents using bar charts, bubble graphs, line
plots and more, and data analysis tools such as Tableau help analysts slice and
rearrange their data visually.

However, visualization of inherently abstract information is more difficult,
and visualization of textually represented information is especially challenging.
Language is our main means of communicating abstract ideas for which there is
no obvious physical manifestation. Words and concepts do not have an inherent
order, which makes words difficult to plot in a meaningful way along an axies.

Despite the difficulties, researchers are attempting to represent aspects of
the information access process using information visualization techniques. Aside
from using icons and color highlighting, spatial layout in the form of lines, bars,
circles and canvas views of information are common. Sparklines [132] are minia-
turized graphics, shown inline with text and tables. Interactivity seems to be
an especially important property for visualizing abstract information; the main
interactive information visualization techniques include panning and zooming,
distortion-based views (including focus plus context), and the use of animation
to retain context and help make occluded information visible.

Experimentation with visualization for search has been primarily applied
in the following ways:

• Visualizing Boolean Syntax,

• Visualizing Query Terms within Retrieval Results,

• Visualizing Relationships among Words and Documents,

• Visualization for Text Mining.

Each is touched on in the discussion below.
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Figure 0.16 The VQuery [67] Venn Diagram interface for Boolean query specifica-
tion.

Visualizing Boolean Syntax

As noted above, Boolean query syntax is difficult for most users and is rarely
used in Web search. For many years, researchers have experimented with how to
visualize Boolean query specification, in order to make it more understandable.
A common approach is to show Venn diagrams visually; Hertzum & Frokjaer
[56] found that a simple Venn diagram representation produced more accurate
results than Boolean syntax. A more flexible version of this idea was seen in
the VQuery system [67] (see Figure 0.16). Each query term is represented by a
circle or oval, and the intersection among circles indicates ANDing (conjoining)
of terms. VQuery represented disjunction by sets of circles within an active area
of the canvas, and negation by deselecting a circle within the active area.

One problem with Boolean queries is that they can easily end up with empty
results or too many results. To remedy this, the filter-flow visualization allows
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users to lay out the different components of the query, and show via a graphical
flow how many hits would result after each operator is applied [149]. Other
visual representations of Boolean queries include lining up blocks vertically and
horizontally [5] and representing components of queries as overlapping “magic”
lenses [40].

Visualizing Query Terms within Retrieval Results

As discussed above, understanding the role played by the query terms within
the retrieved documents can help with the assessment of relevance. In standard
search results listings, summary sentences are often selected that contain query
terms, and the occurrence of these terms are highlighted or boldfaced where they
appear in the title, summary, and URL. Highlighting of this kind has been shown
to be effective from a usability perspective.

Experimental visualizations have been designed that make this relationship
more explicit. One of the most well-known is the TileBars interface [49], in
which documents are shown as horizontal glyphs with the locations of the query
term hits marked along the glyph (see Figure 0.17). The user is encouraged to
break the query into its different facets, with one concept per line, and then the
horizontal rows within each document’s representation shows the frequency of
occurrence of query terms within each topic. Longer documents are divided into
subtopic segments, either using paragraph or section breaks, or an automated
discourse segmentation technique called TextTiling [48]. Grayscale implies the
frequency of the query term occurrences. The visualization shows where the
discussion of the different query topics overlaps within the document.

A number of variations of the TileBars display have been proposed, includ-
ing a simplified version which shows only one square per query term, and color
gradation is used to show query term frequency [60]. Two more-compressed ver-
sions showed grey-scaled hits within a document-shaped icon [54], or showing
hits as colors in a pie chart [2], but these views do not show positions of term
overlap.

Other approaches to showing query term hits within document collections
include placing the query terms in bar charts, scatter plots, and tables. A usabil-
ity study by Reiterer et al. [109] compared five views: a standard Web search
engine-style results listing, a list view showing titles, document metadata, and
a graphic showing locations of query term hits along the document, with height
indicating frequency (see Figure 0.18), a color TileBars-like view, with docu-
ment titles alongside the graphic, a color bar chart view like that of Veerasamy
& Belkin [134], and a scatter plot view plotting relevance scores against date of
publication.

When asked for subjective responses, the 40 participants on average chose
the field-sortable view first, followed by the TileBars, followed by the Web-style
listing. The bar chart and scatter plot received negative responses. When com-
pared to the Web-style listing, there were no significant differences for task effec-
tiveness for the other conditions, except for bar charts, which were significantly
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Figure 0.17 The TileBars visualization of query term hits within retrieved docu-
ments, from [49].

worse. All conditions had significantly higher mean task times than the Web-
style listing. This last point echos a common result for search visualizations –
even in those cases where the visualization is seen as being helpful, it usually
causes search times to be longer than for text-only views. This may be caused
by the time needed to switch from interpreting images to reading text, which
are different cognitive functions.

Another variation on the idea of showing query term hits within documents
is to show thumbnails – miniaturized rendered versions of the visual appearance
of the document. One experiment using thumbnails found they were no better
than blank squares for improving search results, [28] and another found par-
ticipants were more likely to erroneously think documents were relevant when
shown thumbnails plus titles vs. thumbnails alone [34]. That said, both studies
found that the thumbnails had subjective appeal.

The negative study results may stem from a problem with the size of the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 0.18 (a) Field-sortable search results view, including a sparklines-style
graphic showing locations of query hits, which is a simplification of TileBars and (b)
colored TileBars view from [109].
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Figure 0.19 Textually enhanced thumbnails, from [147].

thumbnails; newer results suggest that increasing the size improves their use
for search results display [70]. A related study shows that making the query
terms larger and more visible via highlighting within the thumbnail improves its
usability for search results for certain types of tasks [147] (see Figure 0.19). The
use of larger thumbnails with enlarged text in place for search results is being
explored in the SearchMe Web search engine using cover-flow animation.

Visualizing Relationships Among Words and Documents

Numerous visualization developers have proposed variations on the idea of plac-
ing words and documents on a two-dimensional canvas, where proximity of glyphs
represents semantic relationships among the terms or documents. An early ver-
sion of this idea is seen in the VIBE interface, where queries are laid out on a
plane, and documents that contain combinations of the queries are placed mid-
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Figure 0.20 The VIBE display, in which query terms are laid out in a 2D space,
and documents are arranged according to which subset of the text they share, from
[98].

way between the icons representing those terms (see Figure 0.20) [98]. A more
modern version of this idea is seen in the Aduna Autofocus product, and the
Lyberworld project [55] presented a 3D version of the ideas behind VIBE.

Another variation of this idea is to map documents or words from a very
high-dimensional term space down into a two-dimensional plane, and show where
the documents or words fall within that plane, using 2D or 3D [3, 43, 57, 144,
145]. This variation on clustering can be done to documents retrieved as a result
of a query, or documents that match a query can be highlighted within a pre-
processed set of documents. Figure 0.21 shows two variations on these starfield
displays.

These views are relatively easy to compute and can be visually striking.
However, evaluations that have been conducted so far provide negative evidence
as to their usefulness [43, 62, 75, 114]. The main problems are that the contents
of the documents are not visible in such views, and a 2D representation does not
do justice to the complex ways in which meanings can interact.

A more promising application of this kind of idea is in the layout of the-
saurus terms, in a small network graph, such as used in Visual Wordnet (see
Figure 0.22). This view simplifies the large WordNet database by only showing
nodes directly connected to the target node. This use of nodes and links views
has not been evaluated in a published study, but its use for organizing search
results does not seem to work well [125].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 0.21 The idea of representing documents as a 2D or 3D mapping of glyphs
has been proposed many times. Two examples are shown here: (a) InfoSky, from [43],
(b) xFIND’s VisIslands, from [3].
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Figure 0.22 The Visual WordNet view of the WordNet lexical thesaurus, from
http://kylescholz.com/projects/wordnet/.

Visualization for Text Mining

The subsections above show that usability results for visualization in search are
not particularly strong. It seems in fact that visualization is better used for pur-
poses of analysis and exploration of textual data. Most users of search systems
are not interested in seeing how words are distributed across documents, or in
viewing the most common words within a collection, but these are interesting
activities for computational linguists, analysts, and curious word enthusiasts.
Visualizations such as the Word Tree [137] show a piece of a text concordance,
allowing the user to view which words and phrases commonly precede or follow
a given word (see Figure 0.23), or the NameVoyager explorer [136], which shows
frequencies of baby names for U.S. children across time (see Figure 0.24).

Visualization is also used in search interfaces intended for analysts. Figure
0.25 shows the TRIST information “triage” system [69, 108] which is intended
to aid intelligence analysts in their work. Search results were represented as
document icons; thousands of documents can be viewed in one display, and the
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Figure 0.23 The Word Tree visualization, on Martin Luther King’s I have a dream
speech, from [137].

Figure 0.24 A visualization of the relative popularity of baby names over time, with
names beginning with the letters JA, from babynameswizard.com.
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Figure 0.25 The TRIST interface shown responding to queries on related to Avian
Flu, from [108].

system supports multiple linked dimensions that allow for finding characteristics
and correlations among the documents. Icon color was used to show the user
which documents they have already viewed, and icon size and shape show the
length and type of the document, respectively. This seems to be an effective
system, enabling its designers to win the IEEE Visual Analytics Science and
Technology (VAST) contest [46] for two years running.

0.5 Design and Evaluation of Search Interfaces

User interface design is a practice whose techniques are encompassed by the
field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). This field studies how people think
about, respond to, and use technology, and how best to design user interfaces
to suit people’s needs and inclinations. Based on years of experience, a set of
practices and guidelines have been developed to facilitate the design of success-
ful interfaces. The practices are collectively referred to as user-centered design,
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which emphasizes building the design around people’s activities and though pro-
cesses, rather than the converse.

The design process begins by determining what the intended users’ goals
are, and then devising an interface that can help people achieve those goals by
completing a series of tasks. Goals in the domain of information access can range
quite widely, from finding a plumber to keeping informed about a business com-
petitor, from writing a publishable scholarly article to investigating an allegation
of fraud. Information access tasks are used to achieve these goals. These tasks
span the spectrum from asking specific questions to exhaustively researching a
topic.

A user interface is designed via an iterative process, in which the goals
and tasks are elucidated via user research, and then initial designs are created –
often based on existing designs, but potentially including new ideas. These initial
designs are tested with prospective users, and then are assessed and re-designed,
and evaluated again, in a cycle that can repeat numerous times.

The procedure for evaluating a user interface is often different than that
of evaluating a ranking algorithm or a crawling technique. A crawler can be
assessed by crisp quantitative metrics such as coverage and freshness. A ranking
algorithm can be evaluated by precision, recall, and speed. But the quality of a
user interface is determined by how people respond to it. Subjective responses
are as, if not more, important than quantitative measures, because if a person has
a choice between two systems, they will use the one they prefer. The reasons for
preference may be determined by a host of factors, including speed, familiarity,
aesthetics, preferred features, or perceived ranking accuracy. Often the preferred
choice is the familiar one. In search interfaces particularly, a new interface idea
must be perceived as being qualitatively better than an old one before users
will switch. This observation may explain why search results displays have not
changed markedly since Web search first appeared.

How best to evaluate a user interface depends on the current stage in the
development cycle. When starting with a new design or idea, discount usability
methods are typically used. One discount method involves showing a few po-
tential users several different designs and allowing them to indicate which parts
are promising and which are not. Often paper mockups are used for this task,
both because they are fast to develop and easy to throw away, and because there
is evidence that study participants are more willing to criticize something that
is clearly unfinished than something that looks polished [14, 110]. Usually the
design-test-redesign process is cycled through several times before an acceptable
starting point for an interactive prototype found.

Next, low-functionality interactive designs are developed and tested with
a small number of participants, to obtain both their subjective responses and
to ascertain what, if anything, works well in the design and to determine which
aspects are confusing or do not work well. If a participant looks at a screen and
does not know what to do, that suggests a redesign is needed.

Another commonly used discount evaluation method is heuristic evaluation,
in which usability experts “walk through” a design and evaluate the functionality
in terms of how well it measures up against a set of design guidelines. This kind
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of evaluation can work very well at discovering usability problems, as seasoned
experts can often anticipate problems accurately, but should be combined with
responses from the target user audience.

After more design iteration, an interactive system can be developed and
tested with study participants in a more formal experiment, comparing the new
design against a competitive baseline, or comparing two candidate designs, ac-
cording to a variety of metrics. In evaluating search interfaces, it is important
for participants to be motivated to do well on the task [18, 122]. Asking people
who do not care or know much about camera lenses to do extensive searches for
camera lenses will most likely not produce realistic results. To help guarantee
motivation, the study participants should be engaged by the subject matter of
the queries and the information collection, and should drawn from a pool of peo-
ple who would in practice be using the final system, but close surrogates can be
used (e.g., nursing students rather than nurse practitioners may be more willing
to test out a design).

Formal experiments are usually conducted to produce research results that
are published and used by the wider community of practice, although some orga-
nizations conduct formal studies internally. Formal studies follow practices seen
in scientific fields, by recruiting study participants, and comparing a control con-
dition against experimental conditions. A formal experiment must be carefully
designed to take into account potentially confounding factors, by balancing the
order in which competing designs are shown, and the experimenters must avoid
expressing bias towards one design over another. Such a study is used to answer
specific questions about how well particular design elements work or if a new
feature works better than the status quo [51].

This kind of study can uncover important subjective results, such as whether
a new design is strongly preferred over a baseline, but the nature of search in-
terfaces makes it difficult to find accurate quantitative differences with a small
number of participants. There are many factors that contribute to this difficulty,
including the strong effect of tasks or queries on system behavior – in many
studies of search systems, be they interactive or batch analysis, the differences
between tasks swamps out differences between systems or between participants.
Another problem is that a search being conducted by a person can go so many
different ways that it is difficult to compare quantitative outcomes directly. Fi-
nally, sometimes the timing variable is not the right measure for evaluating an
interactive search session, because a tool that allows the searcher to learn about
their subject matter as they search may be more beneficial, but take more time,
than a competing design.

To counter some of these problems, two approaches to evaluating search
interfaces have gained in popularity in recent years. One is to conduct a lon-
gitudinal study, meaning that participants use a new interface for an extended
period of time, and their usage is monitored and logged [32, 118]. Evaluation is
based both on the objective measures recorded in the logs as well as via ques-
tionnaires and interviews with the participants. In some cases, the benefits of
a new approach only become clear to searchers after they interact with it over
time, and so a long-term study can uncover such benefits. For example, a study
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by [72] found that participants changed their searching patterns in response to
an interface over time, and also revealed under which circumstances the new
feature was useful, and when it was not needed. Alternatively, an interface that
is initially engaging (say, due to impressive graphics) may become tiresome to
use over time, leading to a desire to move back to a baseline familiar interface.

Another major evaluation technique that has become increasingly popular
in the last few years is to perform experiments on a massive scale on already
heavily-used Web sites . This approach is often referred to as bucket testing, A/B
testing, or parallel flights. A search engine that received hundreds of thousands,
or even millions of queries per day can be used to perform studies in which a
randomly selected subset of users is shown a new design, and their actions are
compared to another randomly selected control group that continues to use the
existing interface [6, 78, 77]. This differs from a formal usability study in that
participants do not knowingly “opt in” to the study; rather, visitors to the site
are selected to be shown alternatives without their knowledge or consent (note
that this sort of service is allowed under most organization’s Web sites’ terms of
use statements).

Studies conducted in this manner can often be completed as quickly as in
a twenty-four hour period, although one-two weeks is typically recommended.
Performance measures such as which links are clicked on are especially informa-
tive in tests like these. For instance, an interface that shows query suggestions
can be compared against one that does not, and how often the suggestions are
clicked on can be recorded. As another example, the effects of inserting mul-
timedia results within a textual result listing can be assessed in terms of what
kinds of changes are seen in the clicks on the surrounding links as well as how
often the new information is clicked on. User behavior in the control versus
the experimental condition are compared, and in some cases the behavior can
be compared for identical queries in the two conditions, because the volume of
searchers is so large. A potential downside to such studies is that users who are
familiar with the control version of the site may initially reactive negatively to
the unfamiliarity of the interface, and so some studies factor the initial reaction
into their assessments. Also, subjective information usually is not gathered with
this technique; many experimenters use follow-up surveys to determine subjec-
tive responses.

0.6 Trends and Research Issues

This chapter has discussed many ideas for improving the human-computer in-
teraction experience for information seekers. This is still a rapidly developing
area, and improvements in the interface are likely to lead the way toward better
search results and better-enabled information creators and users. Important fu-
ture areas of advancement are social search, mobile search interface, multimedia
search, and natural language-oriented querying, as discussed in detail by Hearst
[51].
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0.7 Bibliographic Discussion

The book Search User Interfaces by Hearst [51] provides an in-depth treatment
of the topics touched on in this chapter. See also a related book on information
seeking behavior, Information Seeking in Electronic Environments by Marchion-
ini [90]. Some discussion of search interfaces occurs as well in Understanding
Digital Libraries by Lesk [84].

There are a number of excellent books on HCI and interface design gen-
erally, including Designing the User Interface by Shneiderman et al. [119], and
Observing the User Experience: A Practitioner’s Guide to User Research by
Kuniavsky [81]. An old but nevertheless still excellent book on evaluating user
interfaces is Usability Engineering by Nielsen [96].

Many books describe how to design Web sites, but those most relevant to
this chapter are Information Architecture for the World Wide Web, 3rd edition
by Morville and Rosenfeld [93], which includes two chapters on search, and
Designing Web Navigation, Optimizing the User Experience, by Kalback [73],
which discusses navigation design for Web sites. Additionally, there are dozens,
if not hundreds, of Web sites dedicated to usability and user interface design.

There are now excellent books on how to design using information visualiza-
tion, including Now You See It: Simple Visualization Techniques for Quantitative
Analysis and Information Dashboard Design: The Effective Visual Communica-
tion of Data by Few [38, 39] and The Visual Display of Quantitative Information,
by Tufte [131], although these do not focus on visualizing text or search.
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